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Abstract. The high degree of computational complexity of atmosphere

and ocean general circulation models, land-surface models, and dynam-

ical sea-ice models makes coupled climate modeling a grand-challenge

problem in high-performance computing. On distributed-memory par-

allel computers, a coupled model comprises multiple message-passing-

parallel models, each of which must exchange data among themselves

or through a special component called a coupler. The Model Coupling

Toolkit (MCT) is a set of Fortran90 objects that can be used to easily

create low bandwidth parallel data exchange algorithms and other func-

tions of a parallel coupler. In this paper we describe the MCT, how it

was employed to implement some of the important functions found in the

ux coupler for the Parallel Climate Model(PCM), and compare the per-

formance of MCT-based PCM functions with their PCM counterparts.

1 Introduction

The practice of climate modeling has progressed from the application of atmo-

spheric general circulation models (GCMs) with prescribed boundary condition

and surface ux forcing to coupled earth system models, comprising an atmo-

spheric GCM, an ocean GCM, a dynamic-thermodynamic sea ice model, a land-

surface model, a river runo�-routing model, and potentially other component

models|such as atmospheric chemistry or biogeochemistry|in mutual interac-

tion. The high degree of computational complexity in many of these component

models (particularly the ocean and atmosphere GCMs) gave impetus to parallel

implementations, and the trend in computer hardware towards microprocessor-

based, distributed-memory platforms has made message-passing parallelism the

dominant model architecture paradigm. Thus, coupled earth-system modeling

can entail the creation of a parallel coupled model, requiring the transfer of large

amounts of data between multiple message-passing parallel component models.

Coupled models present a considerable increase in terms of computational and

software complexity over their atmospheric climate model counterparts.

A number of architectures for parallel coupled models exist. One strategy is

the notion of a ux coupler that coordinates data transfer between the other com-

ponent models and governs the overall execution of the coupled model, which can
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be found in the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Climate Sys-
temModel (CSM)[4][5][11] and the Parallel ClimateModel (PCM)[1][3]. Another
solution is the use of coupling libraries such as CERFACS' Ocean Atmosphere
Sea Ice Surface[15], the UCLA Distributed Data Broker[8], and the Mesh-based
parallel Code Coupling Interface (MpCCI)[13]. A third solution implements the
coupler as an interface between the atmosphere and the surface components such
as the Fast Ocean Atmosphere Model[9].

The authors have studied these previous strategies (and others), and decided
to create a Fortran90 software toolkit to support the core functions common to
coupled models: gridded data domain decomposition and parallel data transfer,
interpolation between coordinate grids implemented as sparse matrix-vector mul-
tiplication, time averaging and accumulation, representation of coordinate grids
and support for global integral and spatial averaging, and merging of output data
from multiple component models for input to another component model. The
result is the Model Coupling Toolkit (MCT)[12]. Fortran90 was chosen because
the vast majority of geophysical models (our target application) are written in
Fortran or Fortran90, and we wanted to provide those users with tools that ex-
ploit the advanced features of Fortran90, and avoid interlanguage operability
issues. The decision to build a toolkit supporting the low-level data movement
and translation functions found in ux couplers was driven by our desire to pro-
vide maximum exibility to our users, and to support the widest possible range
of coupled model applications.

In Section Two, we describe the PCM ux coupler benchmark, and present
performance �gures from the original benchmark and the results of the authors'
optimizationwork on this code. In Section Three we describe the Model Coupling
Toolkit. In Section Four, we explain how the MCT can be employed to create
parallel coupled models, and present MCT-based pseudocode for our implemen-
tation of the PCM coupler benchmark. In Section Five, we report performance
�gures for the MCT implementation of the PCM coupler benchmark and com-
pare them with previous PCM timings.

2 The Parallel Climate Model Coupler Benchmark

The Parallel ClimateModel (PCM)[1][3] comprises the NCAR atmospheric model
CCM3, the Parallel Ocean Program (POP) ocean model, a dynamic - thermo-
dynamic sea ice model, the LSM land-surface model, and a river-runo� routing
model, with a distributed ux coupler coordinating the transfer, inter-grid inter-
polation, and time- averaging and accumulation of interfacial ux and bound-
ary condition data. Each of these component models is message-passing parallel
based on the Message-Passing Interface (MPI) standard. The model is a single-
load-image application, and its components are run sequentially in an event-loop
as shown in Figure 1.

A unit-tester of the PCM coupler exists, and executes all the coupler's inter-
polation, time averaging and accumulation, and multi-component data-merging
functions for a ten-day period using dummy components in place of the at-
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the Parallel Climate Model, showing the component model exe-

cution event loop.

mosphere, ocean, et cetera. The atmosphere-to-ocean grid operations are: 720

interpolation calls to regrid a bundle of two �elds, and two sets of 720 interpola-

tion calls to regrid six �elds. The ocean-to-atmosphere interpolation operations

are: 240 interpolation calls to interpolate one �eld (ice fraction), two sets of

240 interpolation calls to regrid six �elds of ocean data, and 240 interpolation

calls to regrid six �elds of sea ice state data (residing on the ocean grid). For

our discussion, the PCM coupler benchmark comprises four quantities: (1) to-

tal time spent on communications in the atmosphere-to-ocean interpolation, (2)

total time spent on oating-point operations in the atmosphere-to-ocean inter-

polation, (3) total time spent on communications in the ocean-to-atmosphere

interpolation, and (4) total time spent on oating point operations in the ocean-

to-atmosphere interpolation.

The PCM coupler has been benchmarked for the IBM SP-3[6], assuming

an atmosphere with a horizontal grid corresponding to T42 spectral truncation

(8192 points) and an ocean with a POPx1 grid (110592 points). This benchmark

reects the coupler design for PCM version one, where the communications em-

ployed during the atmosphere-to-ocean and ocean-to-atmosphere interpolation

operations sent excess data, and used blocking send and receive operations. Tim-

ings on the SP-3 for these operations are presented in Table 1, and are labeled

as the \original" values.

The authors optimized the hand-coded PCM communications algorithms by

using message-packing to cut bandwidth costs, and employing non-blocking com-
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munications[14]. These changes resulted in dramatically reduced timings, as can

be seen from the \optimized" values in Table 1.

Table 1. PCM Coupler Benchmark Timings (in seconds)

Number Atmosphere- Atmosphere- Ocean- Ocean-

of to-Ocean to-Ocean to-Atmosphere to-Atmosphere

Processors Communications Communications Communications Communications

(original) (optimized) (original) (optimized)

16 13.364 2.919 14.542 2.059

32 15.807 2.393 17.138 1.441

64 11.653 2.188 15.090 1.234

3 The Model Coupling Toolkit

The MCT is a set of Fortran90 modules de�ning derived datatypes and routines

that provide core services common to coupled models.

The MCT provides two classes of domain decomposition descriptors: a one-

dimensional decomposition (the GlobalMap, de�ned in the module m GlobalMap)

and a segmented decomposition for multidimensional and unstructured grids

(the GlobalSegMap, de�ned in the module m GlobalSegMap). The MCT provides

means for initializing and querying these descriptors, global-to-local indexing

services, and the means for exchange of descriptors between component models.

The MCTWorld datatype (de�ned in the module m MCTWorld) provides a reg-

istry for component models that describes the processes on which they reside.

This allows for automatic translation between local (component model) and

global process ID numbers needed for intercomponent model communications.

The assignment of communicators and process ID's used by each component

model on the communicator MPI COMM WORLD are determined by invoking the

Multi-Process Handshaking (MPH) utility[7].

The Router datatype (de�ned in the module m Router) encapsulates MCT

parallel communications scheduling. A Router is initialized automatically from

a pair of domain decomposition descriptors for the source and destination de-

compositions. This datatype allows for the automation of the complex parallel

intercomponent model data transfers necessary for high performance.

The AttrVect, or attribute vector, is the MCT's exible, extensible, and in-

dexible data �eld storage datatype. This datatype is de�ned, along with its query

and support routines in the MCT module m AttrVect, and has point-to-point

and collective communications routines de�ned by the module m AttrVectComms.

This allows the user maximum exibility in con�guring a coupled model. If the

component models and coupler are designed properly, the �elds passed between

component models could be con�gured at runtime. It is possible to store both
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real and integer data in this datatype, which allows a user to carry around asso-

ciated gridpoint indexing information as a means of monitoring processing and

an aid to debugging coupled model applications. The storage order in the derived

type is �eld-major, which is compatible with the notion that most communica-

tion and computation in a coupler is processing of multiple �elds of point data.

This allows, where possible, for the �eld storage datatype to be used directly as

a bu�er for MPI operations and allows for reuse of matrix elements during the

interpolation process, thus boosting performance for this process.

The MCT provides support for ux and state data �eld interpolation via

an eÆcient sparse matrix-vector multiply that works directly with the MCT's

AttrVect datatype. The MCT SparseMatrix datatype, de�ned in the module

m SparseMatrix, encapsulates sparse matrix element storage, along with space

for global and local row-and-column indexing information. This module also

provides facilities for sorting of matrix elements, which can yield a more reg-

ular memory-access pattern and thus boost single-processor performance dur-

ing matrix-vector multiplication through better cache usage. Communications

support for this datatype are provided in the module m SparseMatrixComms.

Schemes for automatically computing domain decompositions based on global

row or column index information stored in a SparseMatrix are provided in the

module m SparseMatrixToMaps, and schemes for computing domain decomposi-

tions for the SparseMatrix are provided in the module m SparseMatrixDecomp.

Various parallel matrix-vector multiplication routines are de�ned in the module

m MatAttrVectMul. The MCT currently has no facilities for computing interpo-

lation matrix elements, and it is assumed the user will compute them o�-line

using a package such as the Spherical Coordinate Regridding and Interpolation

Package (SCRIP)[10].

The GeneralGrid datatype (de�ned in the module m GeneralGrid) is the

MCT coordinate grid desccriptor, and can support multidimensional and un-

structured grids. This datatype allows the user to store geometric information

such as grid-cell cross-sectional area and volume weights, and integer data for

any number of grid indexing schemes. Grid geometry stored in a GeneralGrid

is used by the spatial integration and averaging routines de�ned in the module

m GlobalIntegrals.

The Accumulator datatype (de�ned in the module m Accumulator) provides

exible, extensible, and indexible registers for temporal averaging and accumu-

lation of state and ux data. Communications support for this datatype are

de�ned in the module m AccumulatorComms.

The MCT module m Merge provides routines for merging ux and state data

frommultiple component models for use by another component model, with frac-

tional area weighting and/or masking encapsulated either in the GeneralGrid

or AttrVect datatypes.

The MCT is built upon the NASA DAO Message Passing Environment Util-

ities (MPEU), which provide support for basic low-level data types upon which

MCT classes are built, Fortran90 module-style access to MPI, and tools for

error handling, sorting data, and timing. Both MPEU and MCT have their doc-
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umentation built-in, implemented as extractible prologues compatible with the

software package ProTeX, which translates the prologues into LaTeX.

The programming interface to the MCT is described fully in the MCT API

De�nition Document, which is available via the MCT Web site

http://www.mcs.anl.gov/acpi/mct .

Currently, the MCT is in beta release. A complete formal release of the MCT will

occur in 2002. Work is currently under way to implement the new ux coupler

for the Community Climate System Model (CCSM) using MCT[2]

4 Implementation of PCM Flux Coupler Functions using

the MCT

Using MCT to couple message-passing parallel models into a coupled parallel

model is relatively easy. The user accesses MCT datatypes and modules through

Fortran90 use association, creating instantiations of the MCT objects and in-

voking MCT routines as needed to accomplish the coupling. For the sake of

simplicity we consider only the atmosphere-ocean interactions, and present pseu-

docode where the only coupling activities involved are grid interpolation. In this

case, only a subset of the MCT is visible to the user. For example, the Router

datatype is invoked inside the matrix-vector interpolation routines, and thus is

invisible to the user.

The MCT datatypes shared between the ocean, atmosphere, and coupler are

de�ned in the module m Couplings:

module m_Couplings

use m_AttrVect ! Field Storage Datatype

use m_GlobalSegMap ! Domain Decomposition Descriptors

use m_SparseMatrix ! Interpolation Matrices

! AttrVect for atmosphere data

type(AttrVect) :: CouplerInputFromAtmos, CouplerOutputToAtmos

! AttrVect for ocean data

type(AttrVect) :: CouplerInputFromOcean, CouplerInputToOcean

! Atmosphere and Ocean GlobalSegMap

type(GlobalSegMap) :: AtmosGlobalSegMap, OceanGlobalSegMap

! Atmosphere-to-Ocean and Ocean-to-Atmosphere SparseMatrix

type(SparseMatrix) :: AtmosToOceanSMat, OceanToAtmosSMat

end module m_Couplings

Pseudocode for the atmosphere, showing how MCT datatypes are used, and

routines are invoked is contained in the atmosphere subroutine ccm() shown

below. The pseudocode for the ocean is analgous, and is not shown for the sake

of brevity.

subroutine ccm(AtmosInputFromCoupler,AtmosOutputToCoupler)

use m_MCTWorld ! MCT Component Model Registry
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use m_AttrVect ! Field Storage Datatype

! Initialize MCTWorld registry:

if(initialization) call MCTWorld_Init()

! Initialize Coupler Atmosphere Domain Decompositions:

if(initialization) call GlobalSegMap_Init(AtmosGlobalSegMap)

:

! Unpack atmosphere input from AtmosInputFromCoupler AttrVect

:

! Atmosphere model integration loop!

do step = 1,nsteps

: :

enddo

:

! Pack atmosphere output into AtmosOutputToCoupler AttrVect

end subroutine ccm

Pseudocode for the distributed ux coupler, which executes the ocean and at-

mosphere components, and interpolates data between the atmosphere and ocean

grids is shown below in the program cpl.

program cpl

use m_MCTWorld ! MCT Component Model Registry

use m_GlobalSegMap ! Domain Decomposition Descriptors

use m_AttrVect ! Field Storage Datatype

use m_SparseMatrix ! Interpolation Matrices

use m_SMatAttrVectMult ! Parallel Sparse-Matrix-Attribute

! Vector Multiplication Functions

! Initialize MCTWorld registry

call MCTWorld_Init()

! Initialize input and output Attribute vectors

call AttrVect_Init(CouplerInputFromAtmos)

call AttrVect_Init(CouplerOutputToAtmos)

call AttrVect_Init(CouplerInputFromOcean)

call AttrVect_Init(CouplerOutputToOcean)

! Initialize Interpolation Matrices:

call SparseMatrix_Init(AtmosToOceanSMat)

call SparseMatrix_Init(OceanToAtmosSMat)

:

! Coupler Time Evolution Loop:

do icloop=1,ncloops

if(mod(icloop,1)==0) then

! Run the atmosphere model:

call ccm(CouplerOutputToAtmos, CouplerInputFromAtmos)

! Interpolate this data onto the Ocean Grid. Here the

! matrix elements distributed by row (i.e. based on the

! ocean grid vector decomposition).

call SMatAttrVectMul_xdyl(CouplerInputFromAtmos, &
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AtmosGlobalSegMap, &

AtmosToOceanSMat, &

CouplerOutputToOcean )

endif

if(mod(icloop,2)==0) then

! Run the ocean model:

call pop(CouplerOutputToOcean, CouplerInputFromOcean)

! Interpolate this data onto the Atmosphere Grid. Here

! he matrix elements distributed by column (i.e. based

! on the ocean grid vector decomposition).

call SMatAttrVectMul_xlyd(CouplerInputFromOcean, &

OceanGSMap, &

OceanToAtmosSMat, &

CouplerOutputToAtmos )

endif

end do

end program cpl

The MCT version of the PCM coupler is very similar to the pseudocode

presented above.

5 Performance

Performance results for the MCT implementation of the PCM coupler bench-

mark are presented in Table 2. The communications routing mechanisms in the

MCT are far more exible than those in the hand-tuned PCM coupler, but com-

parison of these results with those in Table 1 show the atmosphere-to-ocean

and ocean-to-atmosphere communications costs for the MCT implementation

are either the same or slightly lower.

Table 2. MCT/PCM Coupler Benchmark Communications Timings (seconds)

Number of Atmosphere- Ocean-

Processors to-Ocean to-Atmosphere

16 2.909 1.809

32 1.609 1.359

64 1.452 1.156

Floating-point operation timings for the PCM interpolation operations for

both the original PCM implementation and the MCT implementation are pre-

sented in Table 3. The computation costs are not signi�cantly worse, and usually

are signi�cantly better than the original PCM timings. This is very encouraging

considering the hand-tuned PCM used f77-style, static arrays, and the MCT
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implementation employs Fortran90 derived types built on top of allocated ar-
rays. Both the PCM and MCT implementations have been designed so that the
loop-order in the interpolation is cache-friendly. The most likely reasons for bet-
ter computational performance in the MCT implementation are (1) the use of
local rather than global arrays for the computations, and (2) the application of
sorting of matrix elements in the MCT implementation, both of which improve
data-locality and thus improve cache performance.

Table 3. PCM Coupler Benchmark Floating-point Operations Timings (seconds)

Number Atmosphere- Atmosphere- Ocean- Ocean-

of to-Ocean to-Ocean to-Atmosphere to-Atmosphere

Processors (PCM) (MCT) (PCM) (MCT)

16 4.636 4.408 2.484 1.616

32 2.470 2.644 1.622 1.180

64 2.188 1.936 1.201 0.984

6 Conclusions

We have described a realistic application of the the Model Coupling Toolkit
to implement some of the core functions found in the Parallel Climate Model.
The pseudocode presented shows that creating coupled models using the MCT is
straightforward. Performance results indicate that the use of advanced features of
Fortran90 in this case do not degrade performance with respect to an optimized
version of the f77 PCM counterpart. Floating-point performance in the MCT
version of the PCM benchmark is slightly better than the original, due to better
data locality.
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